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Abstract: The proposed approach for new product development (NPD) is 
intended to enhance the competitive advantages of start-up businesses. The new 
products were mainly developed by doing competitor analysis and checking the 
opinion of customers. First, the top competitors of the companies are identified 
by the competitor profile matrix (CPM) method. Then, the best-selling items of 
the top competitors would be analysed to define the essential factors that the 
customers can favour. After that, the new product functions would be added by 
checking customers’ feedback. Finally, the samples would be made for further 
improvement. The time required for the new product development process can 
be shortened, and the budget can be reduced significantly by doing competitor 
analysis. Besides, the risk of failure can also be decreased if the companies 
follow top-selling product characteristics. The proposed approach provides 
valuable insights about new product development in fast fashion companies 
regarding new product development strategies. 
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1 Introduction 

New product development (NPD) is a familiar term widely used in different industries 
such as tourism industry (Benur and Bramwell, 2015), mechanical industry (Albers et al., 
2016), medical industry (Miller et al., 2020), F&B industry (López-Mas et al., 2022), to 
mention few. Marion and Fixson (2021) defined NPD as introducing a new product, 
method, or service. NPD is a process in which a product is designed and prepared for the 
sales department to utilise a market opportunity (Um and Kim, 2018). In a dynamic 
marketplace, organisations consider NPD to be the core of competitive strategy (Wu and 
Chen, 2021). On the other hand, Tyagi et al. (2015) claimed that product development is 
a broad field, including planning, design, creation, and marketing of a new product, 
becoming an essential factor in overcoming the competitors with main products with a 
longer development time. In general, new product development is a process to innovate 
and ensure a new value to increase the competitiveness of the firms in the market. The 
product development process is typically set up based on new ideas of related 
departments or to overcome the weaknesses of the company’s current products. 

In the last decades, the market has changed rapidly and continuously, increasing the 
importance of investing in the development and innovation of all companies (Rossi et al., 
2012). The product innovation and development processes are crucial and essential for 
ensuring the survival of business companies Kumar et al. (2018). In addition, Distanont 
and Khongmalai (2020) proved innovation’s irreplaceable role in enhancing the SME 
level’s competitive advantages, especially in the frozen food industry. Distanont and 
Khongmalai (2020) also concluded that innovation or product development is becoming 
the strategic tool for enhancing business to gain competitive advantages among other 
competitors. As a result, product development is now playing an essential role in all 
enterprises’ strategic plans. However, in the fashion industry, the success rate of NPD’s 
project is relatively low because of the increased time and cost, difficulty in scheduling, 
and short product life cycles (Dewi et al., 2015). 

This paper formulated a method to develop new products, mainly depending on 
competitor analysis and customer surveys. This method is especially suitable for products 
that become outdated rapidly or companies that want to expand into brand-new business 
areas. By identifying customers’ needs and analysing competitors’ current products, 
researchers and the product development department (R&D) shorten the time to develop 
new products to meet the market’s current needs. A new product developed by this 
method is expected to leverage almost the existing strengths of competitors’ products and 
have unique functions to solve customers’ inconveniences. 
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The new approach is applied and verified by a case study of a start-up company in the 
fast fashion industry, where the business focuses on producing clothing quickly and 
inexpensively to meet the demands of current fashion trends (Bick et al., 2018). In this 
research, a new T-shirt collection can be planned by combining customer surveys and 
competitor analysis. According to Wardoyo and Walean (2022), customers prefer T-shirts 
from global fashion brands instead of local brands because of their quality and prestige, 
raising competitiveness. As a result, a start-up company may find it challenging to launch 
a completely new T-shirt collection to compete. Therefore, new T-shirt design 
development methods based on top competitor analysis and customer surveys can help 
researchers and R&D shorten the time to find the essential factors of best-selling items of 
successful local brands in the market and increase the competitiveness of the new brand 
in this fierce market. In the past, the importance of the benchmarking process, which 
encourages enterprises to learn from lead players in the market, has also been mentioned 
(Zailani et al., 2007). 

The paper is organised as follows: Section 1 introduces the importance of the new 
product development process, a problem statement, and a motivation for this research. 
Section 2 provides a background. The methodology is provided in Section 3. Section 4 
presents a case study of a fast fashion start-up company. Finally, Section 5 concludes the 
paper and future research. 

2 Background 

2.1 New product development applications 

NPD projects have already been paid attention by researchers and industries. Depending 
on the scope of each project, different approaches were applied to develop new products 
in different areas. Benur and Bramwell (2015) analysed and researched tourism product 
development and product diversification to attract more tourists to a particular 
destination. In the mechanical area, Albers et al. (2016) developed a product development 
method called product generation engineering (PGE) and applied it to produce a dual 
mass flywheel (DMF). Albers argued that the first product generation often lacks 
essential factors to be successful in the market, and the PGE approach can upgrade the 
first product version to reach the necessary level of product maturity. With a different 
approach, Altuntas et al. (2019) adopted quality function deployment (QFD), a  
customer-oriented approach to develop an electric towing vehicle in the mechanical field. 
In the food and beverage (F&B) industry, Filieri (2013) successfully established an NPD 
project in a food company by collecting many customers’ ideas, while Helmi (2019) 
improved the healthy drink product by analysing the failures of other NPD projects in the 
company. In the medical field, the NPD process can be more complicated, especially with 
products directly affecting human health, and clinical trials are required in the NPD 
process of medical products to ensure efficiency (Miller et al., 2020). Moreover, by 
deploying the same co-creation approach with customers, López-Mas et al. (2022) also 
proved the importance of customers’ opinions in the beginning stage of the NPD process 
to develop new fish products in three different European countries. Overall, NPD projects 
in all fields begin with the ideas brainstorming stage. Although there are various ways to 
implement, the ideas for new products are typically inspired by customers’ needs or the 
imperfection of the company’s current product. 
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Focusing on the fashion industry, Bandinelli et al. (2013) investigated eight Italian 
companies’ NPD processes and concluded that most of them started their NPD projects 
by studying from the market research, selecting proper features to apply, and finally 
making prototypes to test their ideas. Besides, a technical approach using 3D virtual 
prototyping was also suggested as a potential NPD tool in the fashion industry in the near 
future despite some obvious disadvantages (Papahristou and Bilalis, 2017). Moreover, the 
make-to-order concept to meet the needs of every customer and setting up a strategic 
alliance with a textile expert to develop signature fabric are two other approaches for 
developing denim fashion products in Indonesia fashion start-up companies, which are 
mentioned in research by Nurcahyo et al. (2018). Nevertheless, these two approaches 
necessitate significant financial investment and entail considerable risk, particularly for 
start-up businesses. 

2.2 Research gap 

The fashion industry has expanded rapidly in the last two decades (Todeschini et al., 
2017), it requires fashion companies to continuously improve and innovate their products 
to meet the customer needs and timely catch up with market trends. However, not much 
research have been done to develop an NPD approach to optimise the process for this 
field. In fact, available studies about NPD projects in the fashion area mainly focused on 
evaluating the importance of the NPD process to increase competitive advantages, not 
emphasising how to do it effectively. Especially in fast fashion, there are many risks of 
challenging time scales, short product life cycles, and unpredictability (Parker-Strak  
et al., 2020), strengthening the importance of a new suitable NPD approach to tackle 
those problems. In order to explore this gap, this study would propose an NPD method 
for companies in the fast fashion industry, which can shorten the time to brainstorm new 
product ideas, reduce the risk of failure and quickly meet customer needs by combining 
competitor analysis and customer surveys. 

3 Methodology 

In this section, the proposed methodology is presented in detail. The NPD process is 
controlled by applying the project management method. The main difference of the 
approach mentioned in this research is in the ideas generation step, where the companies 
could shorten the time and reduce the risk of failure. Data collection and competitor 
identification are two different skills used in the case study. 

3.1 Project management method 

The traditional project management method is applied to manage the NDP process 
effectively. Project Management Institute (2001) divides the project life cycle into four 
stages: starting the project, organising and preparing, carrying out the project work and 
closing the project. According to Westland (2007), the project life cycle consists of 4 
main stages, including project initiation, project planning, project execution and project 
closure (Figure 1). Besides, in many practical works, the third stage can be separated into 
two small stages: implementation and monitoring. Although the names of each step in 
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different documents cannot be similar, each stage’s purposes remain the same. In this 
research, we mainly focus on the initiation phase. 

Figure 1 Project life cycle 

 

Source: Westland (2007) 

3.2 Data collection method 

This research collects data for evaluating competitors, identifying best-selling items on 
the market, checking fashion trends and applying for new product design. Two main data 
collection methods are observation and customer surveys. 

• Observation: the data and selling performance of competitors are observed through 
the number of sales and customer reviews in the e-commerce of competitors such as 
Shopee, TikTok Shop, Facebook, etc. 

• Customer survey: surveys were conducted to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses 
of current products in the market of competitors and to check the reaction of 
customers to innovate new functions of new developing products. 

3.3 Competitor selection method 

Selecting proper competitors is an important step to help decision-makers have suitable 
strategies for the company. In the NPD aspect, researching competitors’ products can 
enhance the firm’s competitive advantages by making new products that can resolve the 
imperfection of competitors’ products. In this research, the competitor selection tool is 
the competitive profile matrix (CPM). Sohel et al. (2014) stated that CPM is a supportive 
tool for assessing major competitors using critical success factors. CPM analysis can 
identify the industry’s most substantial companies with comparable market share strength 
(Wackowski et al., 2022). 

3.4 Solution methodology 

The NPD model is applied in this research in a fashion company. According to 
Kazimierska and Grębosz-Krawczyk (2017), although stages of the NPD process are 
established based on the discussion between R&D and other departments in a company, 
the main stages of the NPD process include identifying customers requirements, 
developing the concept of a product, generating detailed design, testing and product 
commercialisation. In the scope of this research, idea generation is drilled down, and a 
new approach is applied by combining competitor analysis and customer surveys. The 
detailed methodology is displayed in Figure 2. 
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By adopting our model, start-up companies are able to expand into new business 
areas, even if they lack the experience or database to develop new products. Based on this 
approach, firstly, the company needs to identify the competitors in the same market share 
and have some prominent achievements. Then, the best-selling items of competitors are 
analysed. The purpose of this stage is to define the essential factors of successful 
products in order to satisfy the customers. Besides, by checking customer feedback on 
social media or selling platforms, the weaknesses, dissatisfaction, and imperfections of 
our competitors’ products could be recognised, which later can become the new functions 
of our company’s products to increase competitive advantages. After identifying factors 
of best-selling items and new potential features, the R&D department can start 
developing detailed designs for new products. Finally, samples are made, and customer 
surveys are conducted to continuously improve the product to be ready for mass 
manufacturing and commercialisation. 

This methodology focuses on two aspects of a new product: applying success factors 
of current top-selling products and fixing the missing points of those products that can be 
developed more to increase customer satisfaction. However, though the application of 
success factors is essential for all new product developments, the new functions are 
optional depending on the abilities of the companies and the effective level of those new 
functions. 

Figure 2 Methodology 

 

4 Case study 

4.1 Project introduction 

A start-up company in the fashion industry intends to expand a new business to become a 
local fashion brand and develop a new streetwear product. The company has some 
requirements for this project: 
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1 the first products are T-shirts, which would be sold mainly on online channels in 
Vietnam, including Shopee, Tiktok Shop, Facebook and Instagram, to mention a few 

2 the first product is high-quality with the target price and possible to be sold 100% 

3 customer segment is ranged from 18 from 25 years old 

4 time interval from ideas generated and production completed is within six weeks. 

4.2 New product development 

4.2.1 Step 1: market research – identifying competitors 
In Vietnam, the streetwear fashion market has been developing rapidly. There are over 
100 different streetwear local brands established in recent years. Identifying the top 
competitors in the market is important because they are currently leading the fast fashion 
industry. If we can provide the customers with what they are selling with better quality 
and more innovative design, we can replace their position in the market sooner or later. 
The CPM method is applied to identify the top competitors. The critical success factors 
used to evaluate the competitors in this CPM are customer satisfaction (1), fabric quality 
(2), perfection level of finished product (3), packaging quality (4), reputation (5), the 
creativity of design (6), unique level (7) and marketing strategy (8). The factors are 
decided based on the purpose of this market research: finding top local brands to develop 
products with trendy designs and styles for customers. Notably, nearly 73% of purchasing 
decisions occur at the point of sale. Hence, the creativity of design plays a pivotal role in 
differentiating brands and elevating products above the competition, shaping specific 
perceptions in consumers’ minds (Srivastava et al., 2022). Therefore, design creativity is 
among the most important criteria besides customer satisfaction. 

The rating score for each factor ranges from 1 to 4 and refers to strengths and 
weaknesses, where 4 = major strength, 3 = minor strength, 2 = minor weakness, and  
1 = major weakness. Because the factors are qualitative indicators, a group of experts in 
the fast fashion industry is invited to join in this process. The experts are responsible for 
considering the weight of all critical success factors in this CPM and rating scores for 
selected competitors. By checking the monthly selling performance on e-commerce 
platforms, the company can select a list of prominent local brands to be joined in this 
CPM evaluation. However, only the top 10 local brands with the highest scores are 
displayed in Table 1. 

In conclusion, brands A, B, and C are the company’s top 3 biggest competitors in the 
fast fashion industry with streetwear style. Then, those three competitors’ best-selling  
T-shirts are analysed in detail to define essential factors of streetwear items in the market 
that can meet the customers’ needs and ensure selling ability. Customer surveys are 
conducted, and customer feedback on social media is collected at this stage. By doing 
this, we can know precisely what the dissatisfactions of customers with the products of 
those three brands and which factors from the products of the three brands impress 
customers the most. The results are summarised in Table 2. The company’s new products 
are expected to have all the current strengths of three competitors and improve all the 
weaknesses with new functions. 
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Table 1 Choosing competitors by CPM method 

Factor (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) Total 
Weight 0.2 0.15 0.15 0.05 0.05 0.2 0.15 0.05 1 
Brand A Score 3 4 3 2 3 4 4 3  

Wei. Score 0.6 0.6 0.45 0.1 0.15 0.8 0.6 0.15 3.45 
Brand B Score 4 4 3 3 4 3 2 4  

Wei. Score 0.8 0.6 0.45 0.15 0.2 0.6 0.3 0.2 3.3 
Brand C Score 3 2 3 2 4 2 3 3  

Wei. Score 0.6 0.3 0.45 0.1 0.2 0.6 0.45 0.15 2.85 
Brand D Score 3 4 4 3 4 1 1 3  

Wei. Score 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.15 0.2 0.2 0.15 0.15 2.65 
Brand E Score 2 2 3 3 4 2 2 4  

Wei. Score 0.4 0.3 0.45 0.15 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.2 2.4 
Brand F Score 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 2  

Wei. Score 0.6 0.45 0.45 0.1 0.15 0.4 0.3 0.1 2.55 
Brand G Score 2 3 3 2 3 2 3 2  

Wei. Score 0.4 0.45 0.45 0.1 0.15 0.4 0.45 0.1 2.5 
Brand H Score 3 2 2 3 4 2 2 3  

Wei. Score 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.15 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.15 2.4 
Brand K Score 1 2 2 2 3 3 4 2  

Wei. Score 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.15 0.6 0.6 0.1 2.35 
Brand L Score 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 3  

Wei. Score 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.15 0.4 0.3 0.15 2.1 

Note: Wei. score: weighted score. 

Table 2 Identifying competitor’s strengths and weaknesses 

Competitors Strengths Weaknesses 
Brand A • Signature graphic designs 

• Goof fabric quality 
• Size control 
• Limited target audience 

Brand B • Good fabric quality 
• Signature packaging 

• High price 
• Lack of promotion activities 
• Lack of signature design 

Brand C • Basic form, easy to wear • Poor fabric quality (especially T-shirt 
collar) 

• Lack of product variety 
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Table 3 Choosing fabric 

 
Cost Comfortable level Durability Final score 
0.4 0.4 0.3 1 

2-way stretch cotton 100% 8 7 9 8.7 
4-way stretch cotton 100% 6 8 8 8 

4.2.2 Step 2: identify essential factors for best-selling items 
In this NPD, four main aspects of a T-shirt are developed: fabric, colour, form and 
graphic design. 

4.2.2.1 Fabric 

There are two main features of fabric that we need to research, including the weight of 
the fabric and the type of material. Generally, brands A, B and C all use 100% cotton 
fabric for their T-shirts. However, the fabric’s weight and the cotton type are pretty 
different. While brand C uses fabric with less than 200 gsm (grams per square metre), the 
weight of the fabric used by brands A and B is at least 230 gsm. Based on customer 
reviews on social media, we realise Vietnamese customers prefer thick-fabric T-shirts. 
Besides, brands A and B’s strongest points are fabric quality. Therefore, the weight of the 
company’s new T-shirts is decided to be 230 gsm. The second feature is the type of 
material. The project team has to select between 2-way stretch cotton 100% and 4-way 
stretch cotton 100% because brands A and B use both types for their products, and the 
start-up company cannot apply both for the first t-shirt collection. The decision will be 
made using a trade-off method with three criteria, including cost, comfort level, and 
durability, with weights of 0.4, 0.4, and 0.3, respectively. The score is evaluated by  
seven textile experts in the industry, and the result is presented in Table 3. Although  
2-way stretch cotton 100% is less comfortable than 4-way stretch cotton 100%, its 
durability and cost are more proper for mass-selling products like T-shirts. In conclusion, 
2-way stretch cotton 100% weighing 230 gsm has been selected for new product 
development. 

4.2.2.2 Fabric colour 
To identify the trendy colours in the market, the top-selling items of 3 brands are 
evaluated carefully. Brands B and C are famous for making collections with a wide range 
of fabric colours, while brand A only focuses on their signature colour. After checking 
the selling performance of other competitors’ products, the project team can divide the 
colour proposals into two groups: basic and unique. The basic colour is mainly decided 
based on the analysis of brands B and C products. Although various colours are 
developed in the same collection, the T-shirts, whose main fabric colour is black, white 
or cream, are recorded to have the best-selling performance compared to the other items. 
The unique colour is considered based on the analysis of brand C’s products. Besides, 
brand C likes to adjust the tone of original colours to create their new signature colours. 
According to their selling performance, the customers highly favour the new colour tone 
of pastel purple, brown or blue navy. Finally, the project team decided to develop new 
product designs with 60% of the designs applied with basic colours like black, white and 
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cream. The remaining 40% of designs are created with new blue navy, brown, and purple 
tones. 

4.2.2.3 T-shirt form 
The form includes two main factors, including T-shirt shape and size. About the shape, 
each brand has different T-shirt shapes, but the two most popular T-shirt shapes are 
oversized and boxy shapes. The oversize shape is wider and longer than the boxy shape. 
While brand A produced a 100% oversized shape, brand C made a 100% boxy shape, and 
brand B tried both T-shirts with different percentages in their collections. However, after 
checking the selling performance of products with boxy forms of brand B, the project 
team decided to develop only oversized forms because the average selling performance of 
brand B is ten times less than the unisex form. Moreover, brand C is now developing a 
new type of T-shirt, baby tee. The project team is also aware of a new trend for teenagers 
next year, the baby tee, and we can consider developing this type in the following 
collection. 

The size project team measured the size of competitors’ products in all dimensions 
and checked customers’ reviews on social platforms. The company realised that the 
oversized form of brand B is preferred by the customers. Therefore, based on the brand B 
size chart, the project team makes little adjustments to provide customers with the most 
comfortable form and size. The results are presented in Table 4. 
Table 4 Suggested size chart for a new collection 

Size Length (cm) Width (cm) Hand length (cm) Weight (kg) Height (cm) 
Small (S) 69 54 20 35–50 140–155 
Medium (M) 71 56 20.5 45–60 150–170 
Large (L) 73 58 21 55–80 165–185 

Table 5 Choosing design type 

Type 
Selling ability Possibility to be creative Ability to convey message Score 

0.5 0.3 0.2 1 
1 7.5 6 9 7.35 
2 5 7 8 6.2 
3 6.5 9 7 7.35 
4 9 6 6 7.5 

4.2.2.4 Graphic design 
Streetwear T-shirts in the market have many different lettering and graphic designs based 
on the creativity and imagination of the designers. However, it can be categorised into 
four main types, including long lettering, short lettering with a message, short lettering 
combined with graphics and traditional basic lettering. 

The first type is long lettering. In this type of design, the back side of the T-shirts will 
be decorated with a long text with 3 to 4 sentences. The content of the text can be a life 
lesson, a biography of a creature or even a global message. This kind of design is not so 
popular in the market. Brand B can be a prominent local brand for this type of design 
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with their two well-selling T-shirts. However, too many letters in a T-shirt can be tedious 
and too complicated to maintain printing quality. The font of the letters can be the key 
factor in making this design remarkable. 

The second type is a short text with a message. This type can be similar to the first 
type, but the text length is much shorter. Typically, the lettering in this type is only 
limited to one sentence. Moreover, the designers using this type always try to convey a 
cool and meaningful message in this one sentence. The successful factors of this type are 
the colour and location of the letters. The designers can be flexible and creative to put the 
lettering design everywhere on the T-shirt with various colours. Brand C can be the local 
brand that has some interesting T-shirts using this type. 

The third type is short lettering combined with graphics. This is one of the most 
popular designs. It combines a short text with an image in a concept. It increases the 
space of creativity for designers. Moreover, a small image is more favourable than a big 
one. However, this type can become a terrible design if the designers cannot control the 
colour mixing used in their design. Many items from brands A and B have their  
best-selling items made with this type of design. 

The final type is traditional basic lettering. This type of design is essential that every 
brand must have in their store because this type of design never seems to be  
old-fashioned and is highly straightforward to wear. The content of text in this type 
mainly consists of brand names with some basic information about the brand in the 
surroundings. However, it can be difficult for designers to do something remarkably with 
this type. The font and size of the text can be the main factors to concentrate on while 
designing with this type. 

To identify the best type of design to apply for new products of a fashion company, 
the project team has collected data about selling ability as well as asked for specialists’ 
opinions about each type’s weaknesses and strengths. The project team and ten textile 
experts evaluated four design types with three criteria: selling ability, possibility to be 
creative and ability to convey the message with weights 0.5, 0.3, and 0.2, respectively. 
The result is presented in Table 5. Because type 4 has been selected to develop a new 
product for a fashion company, the project team has researched prominent and  
best-selling products of other competitors using this type of design to identify the 
successful factors. 

In conclusion, best-selling items in this type of design commonly use a simple font 
for their lettering and design with only one main colour, suitable for the fabric colour. 
The location of lettering features will be commonly put in the centre of the top half of the 
T-shirt on both sides. Moreover, small details can be added to the design to make the  
T-shirt less tedious and more unique. Some common details that are popular are: 

1 symbol for real items 

2 brand name with rainbow colour 

3 brand name highlighted in a small box 

4 small patterns arranged intentionally everywhere on one side 

5 unexpected details in an unexpected location 

6 making a sign 

7 some nice/small graphics in the surrounding of surround ‘brand name’ 
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8 brand name is put upon a graphic design. 

4.2.3 Step 3: developing draft designs (detailed design) 
After identifying the design orientation, the project planning team prepared some draft 
designs and sent them to the design team. The draft design will display the result of the 
above analysis and be the foundation for designers to develop their creativity and 
imagination for final product designs. There are four draft designs made, and each design 
has applied all the orientation results from the analysis but with little adjustments about 
‘added details’. The result is presented in Table 6 and Figure 3. 

4.2.4 Step 4: make a sample and test 
In this stage, the project team selects the proper manufacturing factory and material 
suppliers and decides the standard for quality control of the production process. After 
selecting suitable factories and suppliers, product samples are made, and a customer 
survey will be conducted to improve the products continuously. This stage is planned to 
last for a month till we have the final product sample and are ready for mass 
manufacturing and selling. 

Figure 3 Draft designs (see online version for colours) 

 

4.2.4.1 Manufacturing process 
Because the fashion company does not have a factory or other necessary infrastructures 
for manufacturing, outsourcing is chosen in this situation. Generally, the manufacturing 
process of a new product has some basic steps presented following the flow chart  
(Figure 4). 
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Figure 4 Flowchart representing manufacturing process of project 

 

4.2.4.2 Selecting fabric suppliers 
The project team has searched for about 40 different fabric suppliers online. After 
checking all the necessary conditions, such as availability for 2-way stretch cotton 100% 
230 gsm, five fabric suppliers have been chosen to join in the final evaluation. The 
project team’s information to assess the suppliers is MOQ (minimum order quantity), 
fabric cost and fabric quality. MOQ, fabric cost and quality with weights of 0.2, 0.3, and 
0.5 are used to score and make decisions. As shown in Table 7, supplier D has been 
chosen to become the leading fabric supplier for the fashion company’s new products. 
Besides, supplier E, ranked second, will become a backup supplier. 

4.2.4.3 Selecting T-shirt manufacturers 
The same method is applied for selecting T-shirt manufacturers. The most three potential 
manufacturers will be finally evaluated by five criteria, including minimum order 
quantity (MOQ), textile cost, printing cost, printing technology and final quality. The 
detailed result is displayed in Table 8. The weight of MOQ, textile cost, printing cost, 
printing technology and final quality are 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.1 and 0.3, respectively. As shown 
in Table 9, factory A has been chosen to become the main manufacturer of the fashion 
company’s new products. That is why silk screen printing will be a printing technology 
for this project. 

4.2.4.4 Material quantity calculation 
The only material that the manufacturing process requires is fabric. Because the target 
product quantity is 2,000 and ‘medium’ is a suitable size for over 50% amount of 
customers, 1,000 T-shirts’ size will be medium (M), 500 T-shirts’ size will be small (S), 
and 500 T-shirts’ size will be large (L). The material quantity is calculated in Table 10. 

With a 5% backup, the project team will order 250 kg of fabric from customers. 
Besides, packaging is also an important factor in increasing customer satisfaction. 
Careful packaging is also a need of customers based on the survey results. Therefore, the 
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project team will outsource packing bags for each product costing 0.12 USD/unit. 
Because the product quantity is 2,000 units, the packing bag ordered will be 2,100 units 
(5% backup quantity). 
Table 6 Details in the draft design 

Sample Added details used in the draft details 
1 • (7) Some nice/small graphics in the surroundings of the ‘brand name’ 

• (5) Unexpected details in an unexpected location 
2 • (2) Brand name with rainbow colour 

• (4) Small patterns are arranged intentionally everywhere on one side 
• (6) Making a sign 

3 • (3) Brand name highlighted in a small box 
• (8) Brand name is put upon a graphic design 

4 • (1) Symbol for real items 
• (3) Brand name highlighted in a small box 

Table 7 Choosing material supplier 

Suppliers 
MOQ  Fabric cost  Fabric quality  Score 

0.1  0.4  0.5  1 
Supplier A A roll of fabric 8  9.79 7  Excellent 10  8.6 
Supplier B A roll of fabric 8  9.59 8  Good 9  8.5 
Supplier C No limited 10  9.59 8  Good 9  8.7 
Supplier D No limited 10  9.67 7.5  Excellent 10  9 
Supplier E A roll of fabric 8  9.39 10  Fair 8  8.8 

Note: Fabric cost: USD/kg. 

Table 8 Evaluating manufacture factory 

Manufacturer MOQ Textile cost 
(USD/pcs) 

Printing cost 
(USD/pcs) 

Printing 
technology 

Final 
quality 

Factory A 10 1.02 0.82 Digital Excellent 
Factory B 200 0.82 0.61 Silkscreen Good 
Factory C 100 1.02 0.69 Silkscreen Good 

Table 9 Choosing manufacture factory 

Manufacturer 
MOQ Textile 

cost 
Printing 

cost 
Printing 

technology 
Final 

quality Score 

0.1 0.25 0.25 0.1 0.3 1 
Factory A 10 8 8 8 10 8.8 
Factory B 6 10 10 10 8 9 
Factory C 8 8 9 10 8 8.45 
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Table 10 Material quantity calculation 

Size Quantity Length 
(m) 

Width  
(m) 

Fabric/pcs 
(m2) 

Total required 
material (m2) 

Weight 
(kg) 

Large 500 0.69 0.54 0.4471 223.56 55.89 
Medium 1.000 0.71 0.56 0.4771 477.12 119.28 
Small 500 0.73 0.58 0.5081 254.04 63.51 
Sum 238.68 

4.2.4.5 Quality plan 
To ensure the quality of finished products, the quality of the fabric from suppliers and the 
quality of products after being manufactured has to be guaranteed. The method chosen is 
a sampling test, and the project team will be responsible for ensuring that. To do that, 5% 
of fabric and products will be randomly selected and checked with the following 
standards: 

• fabric from suppliers: correct weight of fabric (230 gsm); the fabric is not ruffled, 
torn, right dyed colour 

• products after being manufactured: the seam is not defective, the shirt size is exactly 
as designed, and the print is the correct design, with no peeling. 

After this stage, samples will be produced for customer surveys for further improvement. 
This step is planned to last for a month. 

4.3 Managerial insights and implication 

Recently, private SMEs, including start-up companies, account for 97% of total 
companies and become the main growth engine in Vietnam (Thi, 2022), which motivated 
this research to focus on improving those companies’ activities. The presented case 
mainly investigates the success factors of designing new products in the fast fashion 
industry. While T-shirts are a typical product, most of their developments tend to align 
with short-term trends. Interestingly, customers exhibit a strong inclination toward the 
graphic design of these products over other factors when making purchases, particularly 
within the fast fashion sector. Despite occasional customer feedback suggesting the 
incorporation of new functionalities into creating the perfect T-shirts, the study concludes 
that pursuing these advancements is not justifiable due to the considerable costs and 
efforts involved in their development. Instead, it underscores customers prefer aesthetic 
elements, especially graphic design, in new fashion items. Besides, compared to 
competitors’ products, the new T-shirt collection developed by the proposed method 
combined all outstanding points to attract customers’ interest and ensure a quick selling 
ratio. 

Applying this approach, the company’s NPD process has many positive 
improvements. The project lead time was shortened, the risk of failure was decreased, 
and the necessary resource was reduced. The time saved is mainly on the generating 
stage. The time interval between the beginning of the project and the time when a draft 
design is finished is about one month and a half. The company spent around 2 weeks 
analysing competitors and collecting customer reviews to identify each competitor’s 
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weaknesses and strengths. Then, another two weeks are spent on finding the essential 
factors of best-selling items of the top 3 biggest competitors. Since this stage, by utilising 
all collected data, the draft design is finished after two weeks to be ready for the 
manufacturing stages. 

Regarding the resources, compared to the old plan with another NPD approach of the 
company, the human and budget required for this project are significantly declined 
because the main work is only making research about competitors and checking customer 
feedback on social media. Moreover, with this proposed approach, we know the essential 
factors of best-selling products and do not need to make many samples and test customer 
reactions several times, decreasing the wasted budget for this project. Moreover, by 
selecting all the best features of top-selling items on the market to apply for new products 
with some innovations, the selling performance of new products after being launched can 
be ensured because we know which factors can attract customers in advance. In 
conclusion, this approach is entirely effective for companies that want to develop new 
products with less time and budget but still have to ensure a certain level of success. 

On the other hand, the research emphasises the importance of innovation 
management. The suggested method could be more accurate by combining high-level 
concepts like the Six Sigma concept to ensure product quality during production 
(Natarajan et al., 2011). Furthermore, lean product development is recorded to play a key 
role in the success ratio of product development projects (Jasti and Kota, 2021). 
Companies can build and follow the rules of lean product development to increase the 
success rate of projects. Additionally, companies should also study and apply a 
systematic approach to control their drivers of innovation to be proactive in maintaining 
their competitive advantages (Cormican and O’Sullivan, 2003). 

5 Discussion and future direction 

The case study proves the effectiveness and possibility of the proposed NPD approach. 
According to Cooper (2019), two success drivers for individual new-product projects can 
be building in voice-of-customer (VOC) or adopting a global orientation. Compared to 
our approach proposed in this paper, we also set up a NPD project based on competitor 
analysis, which can reflect the global fashion trend. Moreover, customer voice is also 
included in this methodology because their social media feedback is the most reliable 
source to evaluate the strengths and the weaknesses of competitors in the market. 
Therefore, the proposed approach is potential and practical, especially for start-up 
companies or firms expanding new business areas. 

The proposed methodology is limited to addressing typical problems in start-up 
companies in the fast fashion industry; therefore, this methodology can be further applied 
more effectively by adding more product functions after doing competitor analysis and 
customer surveys. For example, within the scope of the case study, the T-shirt is only 
developed in the design by combining all success factors in the design of top-selling 
products in the market. Suppose the company wants to gain more competitive advantages 
by launching new products. In that case, they can spend more time on conducting 
customer research and product material analysis and further develop new functions for 
the T-shirts like UV protection, reducing stain intention, automatically drying quickly 
after washing, etc. Those new functions are outstanding and different from items in the 
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market and support increased customer satisfaction, although it would take more time and 
resources to develop. The ideas of new functions can also be inspired by customer 
dissatisfaction that the product development team realises through the customer feedback 
checking step. 

Although the proposed method was applied to the company mentioned in the case 
study and proved its effectiveness, it can be continuously improved to become more 
popular and suitable for NPD projects of startup companies and others. For further 
research, this proposed NPD method will be applied to other companies in the future in 
different industries to evaluate the suitability level and explain insight of this method for 
each industry. Then, adjustments are necessary to increase the effectiveness of this 
approach. 

Besides, further research is also required to analyse this methodology’s risk factors in 
practical applications. Since this methodology mainly depends on checking customer 
feedback and competitor analysis, if research teams make mistakes while checking 
customer feedback by not removing distracting opinions or deleting wrong data, it can 
make the final analysis results completely incorrect, leading to later wrong decisions in 
product development. On the other hand, all products have a peak selling period, 
especially products with short life cycles like clothes and food. It is important to focus on 
finding top-selling products starting their selling period. The consequence of selecting 
out-trend products is a low selling ratio and high inventory. To avoid failures, those risks 
should be considered while starting a new product development project. 
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